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Structure
The earth has the shape of a slightly flattened
sphere -with an equatorial radius of 6378 km and
a polar radius 21 km less Its mass can be
calculated from Newton s Law of Gravitation and
from measurements of the acceleration due to
gravity and is 5 97 x 10" kg The average
densiti follows from these two figures and is
about 5 5 grams per cubic centimetre This is
nearly twice the density of typical rocks at the
surface so there must be very much denser
material somewhere Inside and the earth must
have a definite internal structure
This structure can be investigated using shock
waves from earthauali.es or large explosions
These are received at recording stations at differ
ent distances from their source having penetrated
to varying1 depths within the earth and their
relative timea of arrival and characteristic forms
enable the deep structure to be worked out This
consists of three main units a core at the centre
with a radius about half that of the earth the
jnantle outside this and the thin crust about
35 km thick under the continents and 5 km
thick under the oceans forming a skin surrounding
the mantle
The composition of these three units can be
deduced by observation and inference For
example meteorites which arrive at the earths
surface from other parts of the solar system
consist of three main types composed of Iron-
nickel alloy stony silicates and a mixture of Iron
and silicates Could these have originated from
the break up of some planet like the earth? If
so then perhaps the core of the earth is made up
of iron-nickel alloy and the mantle of magnesium
rich silicates Experiments on the physical
properties of these materials at high pressures
show strong similarities with the measured
properties of the earths interior In addition
rocks composed of magnesium rich silicates are
found at the earths surface in places where
material seems to have come from great depth
such as in the debris from volcanic explosions
These may be direct samples of the earth s mantle
Core Mantle and Crust
By these arguments and by many others a
picture can be built up of the Internal structure
of the earth The core Is composed of Iron nickel
alloy It is liquid at the outside but contains a
solid inner core of radius about one fifth of that of
the earth Convection currents flowing In the
liquid part give rise to the earth s magnetic field.
Outside this the mantle is solid and is made up
mainly of magnesium-iron silicates of various
kinds By studying its physical properties
through earthquake wave observations the
mantle may be divided into several zones of
which the most important is the asthenosphere
This is the part of the mantle between 70 and 300
km depth in which volcanic lavas are formed In
this region the mantle Is everywhere quite near to
the temperature at which It begins to melt and
is thus rather soft compared with the rest of the
mantle The presence of a soft asthenosphere
accounts for many of the surface features of the
earth mountain belts and ocean basins that make
it so very different from cratered planets such as
the Moon and Mars
The sharp boundary between mantle and crust
is called the Mohoroviclo Discontinuity Above
It the crust Is different under continents and
oceans The thick continental crust has a
composition that can broadly be called granitic
while the tMn oceanic crust is poorer hi silicon
sodium and potassium and richer in calcium
Iron and magnesium The continental crust has
been built up over thousands of millions of years
by -welding together mountain belts of different
ages while the oceanic crust is made up of basalt
lavas and is nowhere older than 250 million years
Books
Bocks ate naturally occurring pieces of the solid
earth If you take a rock and break It up into
grains then separate the grains into different
heaps of like grains each heap will consist of
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grams of the same mineral For example the
kind of rock called granite can be divided into
glassy grains of the mineral quartz -milky white
or pink grains of the mineral feldspar shiny black
flakes of the mineral blotite and oh my colourless
flakes of the mineral muscovite Both biotite
and muscovite belong to the mica group of
minerals Each different mineral has a well
defined composition or range of composition and
a definite and characteristic arrangement of the
atoms that compose it There are several thou
sand known kinds of minerals but only fifty or so
are at all common
There are three main kinds of rock igneous
rocks formed by the solidification of molten
lava sedimentary rocks formed from material
laid down under gravity on the earths surface
and metamorphic rocks formed by heating or
reheating of either of the other kind of rock
Each of these broad groups may be further
subdivided When igneous soe7s solidify deep
inside the earth they cool elowly and large crystals
have tune to form Coarse grained igneous rocks
such as granites aie known as plutonlc igneous
rocks Conversely the rapidly cooled fine grained
Igneous rocks that form the volcanic lavas such
as basalts and rhyolites are called volcanic
Igneous rocks Sedimentary rocks can be divided
into three lands Clastic sediments are those
formed from mechanically abraded and trans
ported fragments of pre existing rocks and include
sandstone mudstone and clay Organic sedi
ments are those composed as are most Limestones
of fragments of organically produced material
such as shells wood and bone Chemical sedi
ments are formed by direct chemical action and
Include most typically salt deposits formed by
evaporation of sea water Metamorshio rocks
are more difficult to subdivide They are usually
classified on the basis of their original composition
and/or the maximum pressure and temperature to
which they have been subjected Chemical
reactions In metamorphlo rocks give rise to sucees
sions of minerals as the pressure and temperature
change so that examination of a metamorphic
rock will often allow one to say how deeply it was
buried and how hot It was
Age ol Rocks
There are two distinct ways of estimating the
age of rocks The first gives the relative age It is
based on the principle that in a sequence of sedi
ments older rocks lie underneath and younger
ones above that igneous rocks are younger than
the rocks they intrude and that folded rocks are
formed earlier than the earth movements that
fold them Correlation of a sequence of rocks In
one place with those In another Is made by fossil
faunas and floras Thus a complete scale of
relative ages can be built up stretching back to
the first rocks containing fossils (see the table in
Part IV) The age in- years can, on the other hand,
be measured by using radioactive elements (Part
II) contained In rocks If the amount of a radio
active element present is measured and the
amount of the product of radioactive decay can
also be found then using the known rates of
decay the time since the product started to
accumulate (defined for this purpose as the aga in
years) can be measured This method is particu
larly useful for studying rocks that do not contain
fossils (Igneous and metamorphic rocks or those
too old to contain fossils) By similar methods
the age of the earth can be obtained This turns
out to be about 4 75 x 10' years The rocks
containing the first fossils are 2 6-8 X 10° years
old while organised life in abundance first ap
peared about 0 6 x 10* years ago
The Continents and the Ocean Floor
The outer part of the earth, namely theastheno
sphere and the solid mantle and crust overlying
it the lithosphere is in a state of restless move
ment and it Is this movement that gives rise to
the formation of oceans continents and mountain
belts The surface of the earth can be divided
into a number of rigid plates of lithosphere which
move apart or together or slide past one another
gome of these plates are very large,, such as the
one which contains all of North, America all of

